
COMMISSIONS 27 AND 42 OF THE IAUINFORMATION BULLETIN ON VARIABLE STARSNumber 4410 Konkoly ObservatoryBudapest18 December 1996HU ISSN 0374 { 0676NSV03438, A NEW DETACHED ECLIPSING BINARY STARIN CANIS MINORFollowing the cooperation program between the Esteve Duran Observatory Foundationand the Grup d'Estudis Astronomics, for the identi�cation and study of poorly observedvariable stars, NSV03438 (= WR032 = CSV006558) was monitored in the V band for 23nights using a CCD camera, from 19 January to 5 May 1996. Observations were carriedout with the 0.6-m Cassegrain telescope at Esteve Duran Observatory in Seva (Spain)and the 0.4-m telescope at Mollet del Valles Observatory (Spain). GSC0762.2164 andGSC0762.2280 were used as comparison and check stars respectively. NSV03438 couldbe unambiguously identi�ed with GSC0762.2022.In the NSV catalogue (Kholopov, 1982), it is recorded that variability of NSV03438was �rst observed by Weber (1957), who reported that this star was a possible Cepheidwith a photographic brightness variation from 10:m8 to 11:m7.Our observations show that NSV03438 is not a Cepheid but a detached eclipsingbinary star, with a period over 1.5 days. Phase curve indicates that primary and secondaryminima are 0:m79 and 0:m74 deep partial occultations respectively (Figure 1). The followingephemeris has been derived:Min. I = HJD2450122.48519 + 1:d535114 � E�0.00029 � 0.000003
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2To determine the magnitude and B�V color index of NSV03438 and its comparisonstar, these objects were also observed in the B and V bands using an Optec SSP-5Aphotoelectric photometer. HR2647, HR2710, and HR2760 were used as comparisonstars. As a result, it was obtained that NSV03438 has a visual magnitude at maximumlight of 10.81 �0.05 and an observed color index of 0.49 �0.11.Spectroscopic observations and multicolor photometry should be performed in orderto obtain more accurate information about this new eclipsing binary star.E. GARCIA-MELENDOEsteve Duran ObservatoryEl Montanya - Seva08553 SEVA(Barcelona)Spaine-mail:duranobs@astro.gea.cesca.es J.M. GOMEZ-FORRELLADGrup d'Estudis AstronomicsApartado 948108080 BarcelonaSpaine-mail:jmgomez@astro.gea.cesca.esReferences:Kholopov, P. N. editor, 1982, New Catalogue of Suspected Variable Stars, MoscowWeber, R., 1957, Documentation des Observateurs, Circulaire, No. 12


